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BY WALTER S. ADAMS

Charles Edward St. John, member of the staff of the Mount
Wilson Observatory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington
for twenty-two years, died at Pasadena, California, on April 26,
1935. During the last five years of his life he was Research
Associate of the Institution and continued active investigation
until shortly before his death. He was elected to the National
Academy of Sciences in 1924.

St. John was born at Allen, Michigan, on March 15, 1857.
He came of an old English family, being descended directly
from Matthias St. John who came from England to Massachu-
setts in 1632. Successive generations lived in New England
and New York, but about 1850 St. John's father and mother
moved westward to Michigan where the father, Hiram A.
St. John, took up the trade of millwright in a new and undevel-
oped country. The mother, Lois Bacon, was born in central
New York. Her mother had lived for many years in Williams-
town, Massachusetts, and transmitted to her children many of
the intellectual interests which she had developed in this college
town. St. John's mother received an exceptionally good edu-
cation for the period and retained throughout her life a wide
interest in reading, public affairs and the changing life of the
country. She was the intellectual companion of her children
and her influence upon their development must have been great.

Charles St. John was the youngest of a family of four sons
and two daughters. One brother of exceptional promise died
of a brain lesion at the age of 34. A second after three years'
service in the Civil War studied law and developed into one of
the leading attorneys of southern Michigan. The two sisters
were women of marked intellectual ability: one became a suc-
cessful and influential teacher and the other a business woman
of unusual capacity.
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As a boy St. John was not physically strong and his education
proved a severe tax upon his constitution. He entered Michigan
Normal College in 1873 and was graduated at the age of nine-
teen, the youngest member of his class. During this period
he greatly overtaxed his strength and for the next ten years
he was incapacitated for further study. It is probable, however,
that these were the years in which he built up the philosophy of
life which he followed throughout his career. As his health
recovered he undertook an instructorship in physics and chem-
istry at the Normal College and in 1887, at the age of thirty,
received the degree of Bachelor of Science from the Michigan
Agricultural College. The need for severe economy at this time
obliged him to combine teaching with the continuance of his
studies. After two years of graduate work, mainly in elec-
tricity and magnetism, at the University of Michigan, he went
to Harvard University where he received the degree of Master
of Arts in 1893. The award of the John Tyndall Fellowship
enabled him to spend a year abroad at the University of Berlin
after which he returned to Harvard and obtained the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy in 1896 at the age of thirty-nine. The
advanced age at which he reached this important stage in his
education bears eloquent testimony to the tenacity of his purpose
in the face of severe physical and financial handicaps.

The courses at Harvard which St. John followed during his
graduate study dealt largely with problems of electrical con-
duction and self-induction, magnetic permeability and similar
subjects which formed an important part of the theoretical and
observational physics of that period. His first extensive pub-
lication was a paper on the Wave-Lengths of Electricity on Iron
Wires which appeared in the American Journal of Science in
1894. In Berlin his work had to do mainly with the radiation
of black bodies, and a valuable article giving some of his results
was published by him in the Annalen der Physik und Chemie
in September 1895. At Harvard he studied chiefly under Trow-
bridge and B. O. Peirce, and the fundamental training he re-
ceived under these eminent teachers proved of the greatest
value to him in his future work. It is clear that even at this time
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problems connected with radiation held a strong attraction for
St. John, an interest which developed with the years which
brought him into contact with spectroscopy.

After leaving Harvard, St. John was for one year Instructor
in Physics at the University of Michigan and then accepted an
appointment as Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy
at Oberlin College. He remained at Oberlin for eleven years,
becoming Professor of Physics in 1899 and Dean of the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences in 1907. He-left Oberlin to become
a member of the staff of the Mount Wilson Observatory in the
summer of 1908 at the age of fifty-one.

As a teacher at Oberlin, St. John was remarkably successful
and held the interest and affection of his students to an unusual
degree. Dealing with relatively small classes, he was brought into
intimate contact with the individual students by whom his re-
markable enthusiasm and love of knowledge in every form were
appreciated and respected. Many of these students later went
out into careers of teaching or scientific research, and St. John's
influence was often a determining factor in their after lives. Per-
haps the most striking characteristic in his teaching, apart from
his enthusiasm, was his love of accuracy and his intolerance of
vagueness and lack of precision, whether in the statement or the
solution of a problem. He had an extraordinary capacity for
concentration which frequently made him oblivious to his sur-
roundings, both within and without the classroom, and his
absent-mindedness was proverbial throughout his life. His
chief interest lay in advanced and graduate, rather than ele-
mentary, student courses and to these he brought the clearness
of exposition and demonstration which characterizes the excep-
tional teacher.

It is rarely that one who has been engaged in teaching for
many years and has taken part in administrative work is desirous
at an age of more than fifty of changing his life completely and
entering upon pure research. But the research instinct was very
strong in St. John's mind, as was clearly indicated by the char-
acter of his work while a graduate student at Harvard and
Berlin. When a teacher at Oberlin he spent several summers,
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beginning in 1898, at the Yerkes Observatory where he worked
with Dr. E. F. Nichols on the first successful attempts to
measure stellar radiation with a radiometer. It was here too that
he first met Dr. George E. Hale and others of the staff who
later formed a part of the group at Mount Wilson. Accordingly,
when Dr. Hale offered him in 1908 a position on the Mount
Wilson staff he accepted gladly, partly because of the increas-
ing strain of the administrative responsibilities at Oberlin, but
chiefly because of the opportunity afforded him of realizing
the desire for research which had been so close to his heart for
many years. In July 1908 he arrived at Mount Wilson and
began his new work.

At this time the Mount Wilson Observatory was still in an
early stage of development. The 60-inch reflector was under
construction, but the only telescopes available for use were the
two solar instruments, the Snow horizontal telescope and the
60-foot vertical telescope. Both were equipped with powerful
spectrographs and spectroheliographs. The spectroscopic lab-
oratory in Pasadena had been completed and the small laboratory
on Mount Wilson, where the spectra of arc and spark light-
sources could be studied and compared with solar spectra, was
still used for investigations not requiring heavy currents. It
was natural, accordingly, that St. John should enter the field of
solar spectroscopy, a field which at just this period was of
exceptional interest. In the summer of 1908 Hale had discov-
ered the vortical character of sun-spots, which was immediately
followed by the fundamental discovery of the existence of
magnetic fields in spots. Two years previously the photography
of sun-spot spectra and comparison with the spectrum of the
iron arc at different temperatures (an investigation carried on
simultaneously by A. Fowler in England) hatl provided the
first definite evidence for the separation of lines into temper-
ature classes and had explained the principal features of the
sun-spot spectrum. The immense importance of this work in
its application to the analysis of spectra and to a rational under-
standing of solar and stellar phenomena was just being recog-
nized. In addition, the important differences between the spec-
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trum of the center and the limb of the sun had just been
discovered, and the possibility under fine observing conditions
of photographing the flash spectrum without an eclipse had
been fully established. In short, the field of solar physics and
spectroscopy was filled with problems of great variety and
remarkable interest.

Once started upon his investigations, St. John pursued them
with extraordinary enthusiasm and energy. In the period be-
tween 1909 and 1930 he published eighty papers, either indi-
vidually or in collaboration with other members of the Mount
Wilson staff. Most of these, especially those of greater length,
appeared in the Astrophysical Journal as Contributions from the
Mount Wilson Observatory. He also prepared several exten-
sive committee reports which were published in the Transactions
of the International Astronomical Union. Shorter communica-
tions appeared in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, the Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific, the Physical Review and the publications of numerous
scientific societies. The Revision of Rowland's Preliminary
Table of Solar Spectrum Wave-Lengths was issued in book
form by the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

In a broad way St. John's investigations may be analyzed
into six groups all of which are more or less interrelated:

1. Motions and circulation in sun-spots.
2. General circulation and levels in the solar atmosphere.
3. Wave-lengths and displacements of solar and terrestrial

lines with application to the theory of generalized rela-
tivity.

4. Spectroscopic measurements of the rotation period of
the sun.

5. Identification of elements in the solar spectrum.
6. Application of solar results to planetary and stellar

spectra.

Beginning with accurate measurements of the wave-lengths
of the important H and K lines of ionized calcium, St. John
made a detailed quantitative study of their behavior and dis-
placements in sun-spots and adjacent regions on the sun's sur-
face. From this investigation he found that in the great ma-
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jority of cases calcium vapor is descending over the umbrae of
spots with velocities of as much as two km a second. Radial
motions inward across the penumbrae and occasional rotary
motions were also observed. He concluded that in the case of
sun-spots there appears to be a local system in which the emit-
ting vapor rises around the flocculi, flows across the penumbra,
and is then drawn downward into the umbra, with or without
vortical motion.

The results of this investigation and the discovery by Evershed
in the spring of 1909 of the displacement of solar absorption
lines in the penumbrae of sun-spots led St. John to undertake
a very extensive series of measurements involving some 500
lines of different elements. An analysis of his results, besides
affording full confirmation of Evershed's hypothesis that the
displacements are due to motion of the solar gases tangential
to the sun's surface and radial to the axis of the spot vortex,
showed larger displacements for the lines of longer wave-length
and systematic differences depending upon the intensities of the
lines and upon the elements involved. On the basis of this
material St. John built up a diagrammatic representation of the
probable mode of circulation of the different gases in a sun-spot
vortex which is of great interest and permanent value.

At an early period in his solar investigations St. John dis-
covered the pressing need for accurate measures of wave-length
of spectrum lines, both in the sun and in laboratory sources.
In 1912 accordingly, commencing with the spectrum of the iron
arc, he began those extensive measurements which continued
almost to the end of his life and form a collection of material
of great value to investigators in spectroscopy. This work ap-
pealed to St. John especially on two grounds: first, because of
the pleasure he took in quantitative studies of high precision;
and second, because of the wide and important applications to
problems relating to the solar atmosphere which this material
afforded.

The investigation of the iron spectrum was carried out in a
most careful and painstaking way. The effect of radiation from
near the poles of the arc upon the character and the wave-lengths
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of the spectrum lines was studied in detail and the type of arc
best adapted for accurate measures of wave-length was fixed
upon after much examination. The hundreds of lines selected
for measurement were classified according to their physical
behavior in the arc, and the measures themselves were made,
not only on photographs taken with large grating spectrographs,
but also through the collaboration of Babcock of the Mount
Wilson staff on spectrograms obtained with the Fabry-Perot
interferometer. The resulting wave-lengths are among the most
accurate ever made in spectroscopy and form an essential part
of the list of secondary iron standards of wave-length adopted
by the International Astronomical Union.

In 1914 St. John made a study of the effective levels in the
solar atmosphere at which absorption lines of different elements
originate. For this purpose he compared the results obtained
by Mitchell at solar eclipses with his own results derived from
measurements of displacements over sun-spots and found an
excellent degree of correlation. The gases of the elements with
the strongest solar lines extend to the greatest height, and for any
one element the effective level is highest for the strongest lines.
The enhanced lines (those due to the ionized element) extend
to higher levels than the normal (neutral) lines of the same
element. The problem of levels in the sun's atmosphere always
interested St. John greatly, and although the later development
of the theory of ionization by Saha partially modified some of
St. John's conclusions, he continued to hold to most of the views
he developed at this time.

In this same year St. John commenced his extensive spectro-
scopic investigation of the rotation of the sun, a research which
he carried on throughout the remaining years of his life. Using
the 17-inch solar image at the 150-foot tower telescope, he devel-
oped an improved method of photographing the spectra of the
opposite limbs of the sun and extended his observations to in-
clude, not only the region in the green portion of the spectrum
which was first undertaken in cooperation with other observa-
tories but also parts of the violet and of the red regions. In the
red he utilized atmospheric lines to serve as a check upon the
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accuracy and adjustment of his apparatus. Especial attention
was given during the earlier years to points at high solar latitudes
with a view to determining as accurately as possible the peculiar
law of the sun's equatorial acceleration.

St. John's first results showed lower values of the radial
motion at the solar edge and a longer rotation period than had
been found by nearly all previous observers, and it was largely
on this account that he decided to extend his observations over
at least a full sun-spot cycle. At the end of an even longer
period, however, the interpretation of the results still remains
inconclusive. The observed velocities at the sun's limb after
remaining low for several years, gradually began to increase and
in 1934 reached nearly the values which earlier observers had
found. But no certain correlation with the sun-spot cycle could
be established. St. John recognized that at least a part of the
change, which is definitely in evidence upon these photographs
of spectra, is probably to be ascribed to scattered light in the
apparatus. Whether any remaining difference represents a real
variation in the sun's rotation period cannot as yet be decided.
An important result of St. John's investigation was his con-
firmation of the higher angular velocities of rotation given by
the lines of highest level in the sun's atmosphere.

The development and announcement of the theory of rela-
tivity interested St. John very greatly, and much of his later
work was associated with the observational evidence for the
validity of the equivalence principle of generalized relativity.
In accordance with this principle solar and stellar spectrum lines
should be displaced toward the red owing to the difference in
gravitational potential between the gravitational field in which
the emitting center is located and the terrestrial field where the
radiation is received and measured. The displacement in the
case of the sun when observed from the earth as calculated by
Einstein amounts to 0.010 angstrom at A5000, a quantity well
within the possibilities of observation.

St. John's first work on the relativity shift was based upon a
group of lines in the so-called "cyanogen" fluting with its head
at A3883 in the solar spectrum. These lines were selected be-
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cause of their freedom from appreciable pressure shifts such as
might complicate the problem under investigation. The results
of measurement gave no definite evidence of the presence of
the displacement required by the relativity theory, but soon
afterward considerable doubt was thrown by new laboratory
data on band spectra upon the quality and reliability of the lines
used in the investigation. Accordingly, St. John undertook a
much more extensive and elaborate study of the problem, which
required several years and involved repeated measurements of
more than 1500 lines. It reached its conclusion with an im-
portant paper published in 1928 entitled Evidence for the Gravi-
tational Displacement of Lines in the Solar Spectrum Predicted
by Einstein's Theory.

In this paper St. John discusses in detail the various causes
of displacements of lines in the solar spectrum, including con-
vection currents in the sun's atmosphere, differential scattering
affecting the forms of the lines, and the "limb-effect." His
final conclusion is that the predicted relativity shift is present
in the sun in its full amount but that the effect of level is im-
portant. Lines at the center of the sun arising from medium
levels give very closely the theoretical value, while those arising
from high levels give somewhat more and those from low levels
somewhat less than the predicted value. These differences he
ascribes chiefly to the existence of radial convection currents
near the photosphere the effect of which would, of course,
vanish at the sun's limb. Several independent lines of evidence
derived from both the sun and the stars add weight to the con-
clusion that such currents must exist. The important conclu-
sions derived from this investigation, the care and skill in the
discussion of the complex factors involved, and the extent of
the material studied will doubtless make St. John's work on this
problem a fundamental contribution to astrophysical knowledge.

Two interesting investigations on the planet Venus were
carried on by St. John in collaboration with S. B. Nicholson in
the years 1921-22. The first of these dealt with the problem
of a possible "earth-effect" proposed by Evershed and Royds
to account for differences observed by them between terrestrial
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and solar wave-lengths, and pictured as an actual repulsion of
the solar gases by the earth but not by other planets. Hence
wave-lengths in the light from the earth-facing hemisphere of
the sun should differ from those observed from a hemisphere
facing, for example, the planet Venus. St. John and Nicholson
collected a large amount of observational material when Venus
was east and west of the sun and discussed their results both
with reference to the angle Venus-Sun-Earth and the altitude
of the planet. The measured values agreed in general with
those obtained by Evershed and Royds, but the correlation of
the displacements with the altitude of Venus seemed to be so
definite that their origin was assigned to the conditions under
which the observations were made rather than to any repulsive
action from the earth.

A further investigation of the spectrum of Venus in the less
refrangible region led to the important conclusion that the
amount of oxygen in the part of the planet's atmosphere trav-
ersed by the reflected sunlight cannot exceed one-thousandth
of that over equal areas in the earth's atmosphere. The amount
of water vapor in the planet's atmosphere was also found to be
very small. These observations have modified very considerably
earlier views regarding the nature and composition of the atmos-
phere of this sister planet to the earth.

St. John's productive capacity during the years 1915-1925 was
very high and his interests covered a wide range. In addition
to the investigations already noted he made a valuable study of
anomalous dispersion in the sun which proved the minor in-
fluence of this phenomenon upon solar observations; he under-
took a detailed examination of the accuracy of measurement of
close pairs of solar spectrum lines; in the physical laboratory
he studied the pole effect in the electric arc and developed
methods for its elimination; and he applied the results of his
solar investigations to stellar spectra with marked success. All
of this work was characterized by skill and resourcefulness in
observational methods and unusual ability in the treatment and
discussion of large quantities of numerical data.
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The Revision of Rowland's Preliminary Table of Solar Spec-
trum Wave-Lengths was completed and published in 1928. In
this extensive catalogue St. John, with the collaboration of Miss
Moore, Miss Ware, E. F. Adams and H. D. Babcock, supplied
one of the most important needs in astrophysics. The original
Rowland Table published in 1896 was a work of extraordinary
value and the relative wave-lengths of neighboring lines were
remarkably accurate. The absolute wave-length of the standard
upon which it was based was, however, considerably in error,
and the method of coincidences used in the determination of
wave-lengths and the adjustments applied to bring the solar and
arc wave-lengths into agreement introduced irregularly dis-
tributed errors. St. John and his collaborators based their work
upon the absolute wave-length of the red cadmium line, the most
precise standard known, and a series of secondary and tertiary
standards in the iron spectrum, the wave-lengths of which had
been adopted by the International Astronomical Union. The
wave-lengths of a large number of solar lines observed at the
center of the sun and well distributed throughout the spectrum
were then measured with reference to these standards, with the
aid of both grating spectrographs and an interferometer. The
comparison of the wave-lengths of these lines with those of
Rowland's Table provided a series of correction curves of high
precision by means of which the lines in the Table were cor-
rected.

The Revised Table, in addition to giving accurate wave-
lengths upon the International system, contains many correc-
tions and additions to the old Table and much new material.
The identification of great numbers of lines has been revised and
many new identifications have been added, the behavior of lines
in the sun-spot spectrum is noted and the temperature classifi-
cation and the excitation potential have been listed wherever
known. A supplementary table giving the solar lines in the
infra-red portion of the spectrum between A7333, the limit of
Rowland's Table, and A10218, the limit reached at the date of
the Revised Table; lists of lines observed in the spectrum of
the solar chromosphere and the corona; and catalogues of the
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strongest unidentified lines and of term designations for the
excitation potentials of lines investigated in the laboratory com-
plete this useful volume. Its publication brought together the
results and the applications of much of St. John's work over
many years and serves as a permanent record of the industry
and skill of the author.

In his later years St. John became greatly interested in the
broad field of accurate photometry of spectral lines and com-
menced an extensive program which was but partially completed
at the time of his death. This was a natural outgrowth of the
years of work upon the Rowland Table of Solar Spectrum
Wave-Lengths. Having contributed so greatly to precise meas-
urements of position, he turned his attention to the other funda-
mental need—that of accurate determinations of intensity. Al-
though he could not carry this work to completion, he published
several brief papers dealing with its progress and developed
methods of observation which are still in regular use at Mount
Wilson.

In his scientific life St. John was a strong advocate of coop-
erative plans of investigation. He took a prominent part in the
work of the International Astronomical Union, attended its
meetings frequently, served as president of two of its scientific
commissions and was a member of several others. He had a
wide acquaintanceship with astronomers and physicists both in
the United States and abroad and took great pleasure in the
opportunities for discussion afforded by scientific meetings. A
notable characteristic of his own scientific work was his desire
to obtain the opinions of others and to consider the results of
an investigation from as many points of view as possible.

On the personal side St. John had a remarkable ability to
make friends and retain them, and some of his most intimate
associations had extended over periods of nearly fifty years.
His interest in people and in the life of the communities in
which he lived was strong and active, and he took a prominent
part in the establishment and support of social and cultural
agencies of many kinds. Combined with his social instincts,
however, were a great fondness for reading and a profound love
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of nature which made his days of comparative isolation on the
mountain top periods of the deepest pleasure and satisfaction.
With his friendliness, enthusiasm and intelligent and accurate
knowledge of nature he was a delightful companion at all times
and under all circumstances. In the last years of his life, with
a full knowledge of his physical condition, he faced the end with
the same cheerfulness and courage which had characterized his
philosophy of life throughout so many active and fruitful years.
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